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Eyewitness Report

Spiro

T.

Simmers Down

by John Valentine
Spiro Agnew spoke briefly last
Wednesday evening in Green
Bay. About 20 Lawrence students
heard the speech at Brown
Arena.
Agnew’s speech was unemo
tional and free of his old
alliterations and lengthy de
scriptions. Only one showed
up. “Now if that isn’t a typical
elitist slur . . .
Seems like he
doesn't remember 2 years ago
very well.
Agnew
approached
the
audience with commentary on
revenue sharing, war, welfare,
dope, Pierre Salinger, amnesty,
wage and price controls, bussing,
guaranteed income, and fiscal
policy. He spoke more than less
without sarcasm and namecalling or personal implications.
The basis of Agnew’s speech
was McGovern’s inconsistencies.
He had many quotes and
examples, and occasionally hit a
fairly sophisticated level that
may have confused the audience.
However, Agnew dwelled too
much on inconsistencies them
selves. As he came to each issue,
he showed in good order that
McGovern tended to be twosided; but he avoided the real
issues, even if Nixon was strong
in holding a positive position on
the
matter.
Despite
the
avoidance of stating issues,
Agnew did prove what he set out

LUCC Seeks
New Officers
In preparation for the up
coming LUCC presidential
elections (Nov. 14), petitions are
now being circulated by in
terested students on an attempt
to gain the necessary signatures.
In order to run for president or
vice-president, students have
until midnight on the 31st of
October to file their petitions with
Paul Chicos, last
year’s
president. Along with their
petitions, the candidates are
required to submit their plat
forms at this time. The office of
vice-president handles LUCC
money matters and some student
activities, while the president’s
job is for the most part
legislative.

to do, and that was to support the
oft quoted observation that “the
only consistant thing about
McGovern is his inconsistency.”
The rally itself was bland. The
audience, though, was very
mixed in age and sex. One Viet
Vet commented to me, “I ’m glad
to see young people here. I don’t
know how many are for Nixon or
how many for McGovern. It
doesn’t matter, it’s good (for a
person) to see both sides.”
Whether they were for or
against Nixon was the conflict
that made the audience in
teresting. After a mundane
company of local politicians
spoke and the band “struck up a
tune” ten or fifteen times, it was
boring. There had been few
demonstrators outside to call us
murderers and capitalists but

inside was a tiny McGovern block
that at times had as much en
thusiasm as the rest of the people
put together.
In back of Brown Arena were
several kids in black and white
who were “ghosts of Vietnam
past.” To the side was a group of
about 150 unified McGovern
people. When Agnew came on
they began a disappointingly trite
onslaught of schrieks. Agnew hit
them in their candidate’s weak
spots while they rebounded with
more poignant catcalls. How
ever, Agnew finally put them
away with several sharp
examples of McGovern’s cred
ibility lapse. His coupe de grace
was a quote by McGovern
to the working people about some
kids not knowing which end is up,
with references to the hecklers.

“ DOC” RALPH V. LANDIS receives a plaque at the
homecoming football game halftime honoring him for 46 years
of service to this university and its sports teams.

Union Lettuce Elusive;
Complicates Boycott Issue
by Jennifer Shaw
It is estimated that each person the growers will be forced to
in the United States consumes $15 consider the points of the UFW
worth of lettuce per year. Such an contract.
obscure statistic as this is
Union or Non-Union
currently being publicized by
There is much confusion about
Cesar Chevez and his migrant which lettuce is union and which
labor organization in an attempt is not. In 1970, secret contracts
to exert pressure on the lettuce were signed between the
growers.
Teamsters and some of the
Similar in nature to the 1968-69 growers. This attempt to keep the
grape boycott launched by the UFW from winning contracts
United Farm Workers (UFW), a affected
several
thousand
consumer boycott of iceberg workers who were not consulted
(head) lettuce, begun in Aug. about joining the Teamsters
1970, is deemed an effective union.
method of bringing the growers
In 1971, the Teamsters
to the bargaining table. After retracted their half of the secret
over a year of unsuccessful bargaining in an agreement with
negotiations, the boycott was the UFW. The growers, however,
failed to recognize this. Con
renewed in May of this year.
At the present time, the UFW sequently, lettuce may bear
are. rallied behind a project of labels claiming that it is “union
collecting consumer pledges. One picked” which does not apply to
million pledges supporting the the UFW union. Presently, only
efforts of the migrant farm 15 per cent of all California let
workers through abstension from tuce is UFW lettuce, the rest
buying non-union iceberg lettuce being non-union or Teamsters.
is predicted to exert considerable Each crate of UFW union lettuce
pressure on the growers. The is designated with their own
price of lettuce will decrease and symbol, a black Aztec eagle.

BROKAW ANNOUNCES its leaf-raking and jumping festival to be held Saturday af
ternoon. Rakes and free refreshments will be available. Pumpkins will also be on sale for
between 25 and 75 cents.

Downer Lettuce
With the thought of Lawrence
student participation in mind,
attempts
were
made
to
distinguish whether Downer
Food Service is serving lettuce
which bears this black eagle
label. Mrs. Lilian Chapin,
Director of University Food
Service, herself investigated the
produce section and reported that
the only crate which she could
find bore a label marked AFLCIO with which the UFW is af
filiated. Although the crate did
not bear the large black Aztec
eagle, it is possible that the let
tuce was UFW lettuce because
the union is associated with the
AFL-CIO. Mrs. Chapin asserted,
however, that this crate was not
necessarily representative of all
lettuce shipments.
Downer purchases lettuce from
two produce suppliers. Contact
was made with these companies
but little information was ob
tained. The company repre
sentatives insisted that all
of their lettuce is shipped from
California and is “union picked” .
They did not offer any in
formation about the crate
markings.
La R asa Helps
La Raza Inc., an Appleton
organization concerned with the
welfare of Mexican-American
citizens, is working on a lettuce
boycott campaign in Central
Wisconsin. Father Pancho
Oyarbide, director of the
organization, stated that efforts
are being made to check all
sources of UFW union lettuce in
the area. Thus far, they have not
found any stores in the Fox
Valley which are selling the black
eagle brand.
Susan Mueller, a LaRaza
worker, and Ms. Pat Santos also
expressed concern at the lack of
UFW union lettuce available in
Wisconsin and explained that
stores in Milwaukee and Madison
are not able to obtain it either.
The La Raza representatives
were uncertain as to the reasons
for this lack of supply.
Ms. Mueller described a
similar reluctance on the part of
produce distributors to specify
the type of iceberg lettuce which

they sell. Apparently, some
Appleton stores are advertising
“Eagle Brand” lettuce but are
displaying heads of lettuce which
are marked with a green eagle.
Therefore, it seems likely that
at least some lettuce which
Downer receives from the
produce suppliers is UFW union
lettuce. Owing to the fact that
Downer’s lettuce shipments are
not identically labeled, it is not
definite at this time whether
the lettuce is predominantly
Teamsters’ or UFW union let
tuce. If it is ascertained that the
lettuce served at Downer is not
that harvested by the United
Farm Workers, Mrs. Chapin has
stated that she will “remove
lettuce from the menu if a
majority of students petition that
it be done.”

Poet Series
Reads Again
Poetry is an art form to be
read, preferably aloud. Begin
ning Wednesday, November 1, a
series of poetry readings will be
held in the coffee house in the
Union, beginning each week at 8
p.m. The series will present
poems and poets of all ages, and
is designed as much to give
students and faculty the chance
to read poems as well as to hear
them read. Each evening will
center around one poet, style,
age, or theme- each of those
terms to be defined as strictly or
loosely as you choose.
This Wednesday will open the
readings with a poetry collage,
covering English poetry from
ancient ballads to the present
day, including Shelly and Yeats,
and will present a brief view of
poems in other languages.
Any member of the Lawrence
community or the Appleton
community is invited to attend
these readings, and to read at
future dates. Anyone interested
in reading should contact Jeanne
Tissier at the office of the
Director of Student Activities, or
Don Brunquell, ext. 311, Trover
Hall.
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Crime Controls
Outlined By McGovern
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by Tim Freeman
Just before the 1970 elections
Pres. Nixon said, “Crime is
beginning to back down . . .We
have a remarkable record on the
law and order issue.” Now, two
years later, the Republicans are
again reassuring Americans that
“crime is beginning to back
down” . As evidence they are
citing the slight decline in the
While the plight of migrant workers two thousand miles rate of crime increase. On the
from Appleton is seemingly distant, the Lawrentian feels that whole, however, Nixon’s record
actions here on the Lawrence campus have a direct effect on on crime has been poor.
Last year six million serious
the conditions of the workers in California. We feel that the
students and especially the administration should take it upon crimes were committed nat
ionally, 1.5 million more than
themselves to investigate what each may do to alleviate the
in 1968. Presently, over 100,000
problems of the migrant workers of the United Farm Workers serious crimes are reported each
Union.
week, and since Nixon took office
We believe that Lawrence University could significantly crime has increased over 30 per
contribute to the cause of the migrant workers by establishing cent.
The Republicans have tried to
a policy of buying only U.F.W. lettuce. We suggest that the
University investigate, more closely, the kind of lettuce they decrease the impact of these
are purchasing from the distributors; for there appears to be facts by citing the slight decline
no concerted effort to assure the purchasing of only U.F.W. in the rate of crime increase. But
is the slight decline that
lettuce.
meaningful? Senator McGovern
If it becomes apparent, in fact, they are purchasing non does not think so; he believes that
union lettuce, the University could investigate other much more could be done. The
distributors and the types of lettuce that they sell. We concede following are a few of his plans.
that it may be difficult, in Wisconsin, to find distributors who
McGovern has proposed a
sell only U.F.W. lettuce, but we feel that it is important that an “Policeman’s Bill of Rights” to
provide policemen with an op
institution like Lawrence take on such a commitment.
portunity for federally subsidized

Unionized Lettuce?

Nobody’s Perfect
The Lawrentian has discovered that several fact errors
appeared in last week’s issue, breaking our five-year streak of
perfection. We would like to correct the following:
1. The AAA did not take the loss for the Voices concert; the
Special Events committee did. (It was a good concert
anyway.)
2. Mr., not Mrs. Schwartz is working on the election night
program.
3. In the story on student jobs, the cost of installing bells in
hall phones was $680, not $640; and the word “frequently”
should have been inserted in the statement that “Last year,
students holding jobs did not have an aid package.”

Time has come again for the reins of power at the
Lawrentian to change hands, as editor George Wyeth will
retire at the end of the term. Anyone interested in being editor
for terms II and III may submit a petition to Bob Fritz, ext.
536, by Nov. 3.

PHOENIX
(IRANI) FUNK RAILROAD
SMAS 11009
I suppose any rock group from
Flint, Michigan as successful as
Grand Funk Railroad deserves a
major review. After all, they’ve
broken attendance records in
every city in which they’ve ap
peared. In one 40-stop 52nday tour
they grossed two million dollars.
GFR sold out Shea Stadium in 72
hours (it took the Beatles 80 days
to sell out the same stadium). But
as the Monkees proved con
clusively, popularity is not
always tied to good albums. The
official Capitol biography of
Grand Funk Railroad informs us
that “critics have not always
been kind.” The public, so the
theory goes, discovered GFR
before the critics. Since the
critics preferred leading to
following, critical approval was
a p p a re n tly u n ju s t if ia b ly
withheld.
There is no question that
•‘Phoenix’’ will join Grand
Funk’s previous 7 albums in that
it will be universally disliked by
critics inaddition to selling over a
million copies. The album gets off
to a good start with “Flight of the
Phoenix,” an instrumental in
which Cajun fiddler Doug Ker
shaw manages to get in a few

good licks. The rest of Side 1goes
steadily downhill primarily
because of Mark Farner’s boring
vocals and even more boring
lyrics. “Trying To Get Away”
includes more direct statement
than Matthew Arnold produced in
a lifetime. At one point, Mr.
Farner informs us that pollution
is getting so bad that he “won
ders what the world’s coming
to.” Side 1ends with Farner & Co.
repeating the unique insight “the
rain keeps falling on my windowpane.”
Side 2 is probably the perfect
followup to Side 1. In “So You
Won’t Have To Die," we find our
heroes advocating birth control
and rhyming “overpopulation”
with “suffocation. The rest of the
side is no better than good
background music for a party. If
you must buy this album, turn it
up as loud as your stereo system
permits and see if you can create
(in the words of the immortal
Mark Farner) “an atmosphere in
which there is nothing but the
music, so it becomes physical
and you’ve got to groove along
with it because it is all that
exists.” Actually it is more fun to
play what one ascerbic critic has
called the “ strobe-light-hard
rock-touch-feely game’’ with
some other album.

higher education, and to increase
policemen’s pay. This will
provide a better trained, better
paid (and thus less easily
corrupted) police force.
Besides this the Senator sup
ports stricter controls on the sale
and possession of handguns (the
weapon most often used in
crime), but not or. the hunters’
rifles.
McGovern favors stricter
controls on the sale of drugs,
including marijuana, by pushers.
He would especially crack down
on the hard drugs, since someone
addicted to these drugs usually
has to resort to robbery, murder,
or theft to get the money needed
to buy a fix. The use of hard drugs
would still be a felony. However,
because tests indicate that
marijuana is not physically
addictive, the penalty for the
private use of the drug would be
reduced to a misdemeanor.
McGovern also favors im 
provements in prisons, with a
strong emphasis on rehabilitation
so that recidivism is greatly
reduced. In addition, the Senator
wants to get at the root causes of
the first offense a person com
mits. He would especially con

centrate on stopping the heroin
traffic.
South Vietnam is the greatest
source of A m e ric a n heroin,
partly because of our presence
there, and partly because of
Thieu’s corrupt “democracy” .
Thus, McGovern’s proposal to
pull Americans out of Vietnam
would greatly reduce the heroin
flow, as well as give us extra
funds to use for combating crime.
With the installation of the
above constructive programs, it
would no longer be necessary to
use Nixon’s negative means of
crime fighting, which include
preventive detention, expanded
w ire-tapping, an d no-knock
searches, to n am e a few.
T herefore, M cG overn would
introduce legislation to stop these
in frin g e m e n ts on in d iv id u a l
rights.
If you want more information,
or want to volunteer your talent
and time, call or see Tim
Freeman, 312 Brokaw, extension

331.
McGovern’s concrete, positive
proposals on crim e will be good
for A m e rica: as President Nixon
said, “ Make your first vote one of
your best” - vote McGovern.

Serious Crimes
Decrease Under Nixon
by Scot Faulkner
In the Nation’s Capital, Nixon
has, via the District of Columbia
Court Reform and Criminal
Procedure act of 1970 expanded
and reorganized the court system
and has significantly reduced the
backlog of cases pending.
He has increased the strength
of the police force in the District
of Columbia by 25 per cent.
He instituted a major steel
lighting program in the District
of Columbia making it the best
lighted city in the world.
In the nation he has greatly
increased Federal aid to State
and lucal law enforcement
agencies across the country, with
more than 1.5 billion dollars spent
on 50,000 crime-fighting projects.

He has augmented Justice
Department founding four-fold
and provided more marshals,
more judges, and more assistant
U.S. attorneys in the field.
He has raised the Law En
forcement
assistance
ad
ministration budget ten-fold,
earmarking 578 million dollars of
the 850 million dollars for 1973
upgrade. State and local police
and courts, through revenue
sharing.
He has raised Federal spending
on juvenile delinquency from 15
million dollars to more than 180
million dollars and proposed
legislation to launch a series of
model youth services.
“During the eight years from
the end of the Eisenhower ad
ministration until we took office
in 1969 serious crime in the
United States had skyrocketed by
122 per cent, and there were
predictions that it would double
once again during the following
four years. Those predictions
have not come true. Instead, we

Sylvester &
Nielsen, Inc.
For the best buys in:
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ART and
DRAFTING SUPPLIES
213 E.
College Ave,

have fought the frightening trend
of crime and anarchy to a
standstill.”
—Richard Nixon Oct. 15,1972

Of all the issues in this cam
paign Crime effects the average
American most of all. When
President Nixon took office
the crime rates were sky
rocketing, the cities were
experiencing one “ Long h o i
Summer’’ after another, the
courts were flooded with
backlogs of criminal cases, and
the police forces across this

nation were understaffed and
overworked. Crime in the District
of Columbia was so bad in 1968
and 1969 that several a m 
bassadors and White House aides
were robbed or beaten as they
walked back to their houses at
night. Coupled with this was the
decrepit conditions of our prisons
and correctional systems.
President Nixon has charted a
course to combat this sad state of
affairs:

He has, with the Organized
Crime Control Act of 1970,
launched a drive against
Organized Crime in the United
States.
He has instituted a ten-year
improvement program in prison
facilities, correctional systems
and rehabilitation methods and
procedures.
All these programs are,
however, worthless, unless there
is concrete results to show for
them. Thus far, the results more
than match the scope of
President Nixon’s offensive on
Crime.
The rate of serious crime has
fallen to 1 per cent under the
present administration.
For the first half of 1972 the
number of serious crimes was
down in 72 major cities.
More than 2,600 members or
associates of organized crime
syndicates were indicted (more
than triple the number indicted in
1968).
The D.C. crime rate for the
first quarter of 1972 is the lowest
since 1967 and actually half the
high of the last quarter of 1970.
In the area of Crime control,
Nixon has not ignored the root
causes of such acts. With his
reform proposals in Welfare and
his plans for revenue sharing he
is moving to destroy the en
vironment that breeds crime. To
the President “the first civil right
of all Americans is freedom from
domestic violence.”
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Response to Rebuttal
To the Editor:
I must clear up one point raised
in the ad hominem section of Mr.
Grim es’ lecture of last week.
Though grateful for my elevation
to episcopal status, I must insist
that I could hardly have reached
that station in the Church without
knowing the difference between
orthodoxy and heterodoxy. Of
course most people at Lawrence
accept the pursuit of academic
excellence as the prim ary goal of
the institution; were this not the
case most of the faculty and
many of the students would be
elsewhere. By calling our cliches
“ e x p e rim e n ta l”
we
sought
merely to point up a growing
tendency here tow ard antiin te lle c tu a lis m , tow ard su b 
stituting unreason for reason and
nonwork for work. It is a device,
Mr. Grimes, called “ sarcasm ” ;
and it was aimed at no one in
particular.
I have no idea what Byzantine
motives prompted Mr. Hittle to
collaborate in this bizarre en
terprise, but my own part was
designed as a teaching device for
my course in Satire — one which
would substitute Life Experience
for Lecture. We have been
studying, you see, typical
responses to irony, most of which
are literal-minded, humorless,
and self-righteous. The result of
the Real Life device was, I think,
gratifying, and I am pleased also
to hear that 13 people have

A Modest Proposal

To the Editor:
We in Eningen, being mindful
of the U n iv e rsity ’s current
financial crisis and in sympathy
with the necessity for the making
of policy by budget do hereby
recommend the closing of the
inquired quite seriously about
taking the new course proposed Appleton campus. We estimate
by Messers. Goldstein and La annual savings in excess of $3
million.
Marca.
Appleton is the least successful
— BERTRAN D A. GOLDGA R
of all of our campuses in
“bringing faculty and students
tog ethe r” and, as President
Smith indicated the other day, “ if
Letter to the Editor:
that doesn’t happen there’s no
There appeared in a recent purpose in the University.”
Lawrentian an article by Jay de
The Appleton campus has been
Novo announcing to the world beset by enrollment and financial
that there exists no brotherhood problems and is, therefore, no
in the fraternities. This is a longer worthy of support. The
rather remarkable expose by “empty beds’’ in Appleton are so
someone who has had little expensive that, as determined by
contact with a fraternity, not a highly sophisticated method of
being a brother, except for a few cost accounting, they are now
occasional near fatal brushes causing the Eningen Center (only
with the frat rats.
last year ad jud g e d by the
R ecently between ten and Analytical Studies Committee to
fifteen former brothers of Delta be “ incom e- generating” ) to
Tau Delta returned to the House appear to incur a deficit.
for the weekend. All of them I
The location of the Appleton
have known in my three years as campus has none of the ad
a Delt. I would like to know if a vantages of a truly rural setting
group of independents or the AAA and also lacks the “cultural”
for that matter, which probably opportunities to be found in a big
graduates as many members as city. In co ntrast, the ru ral
we do, can boast such a show of location of the Eningen Center
‘ ‘non -brotherhood.’ ’
w ith its ready access
to
Mr. de Novo apparently loses metropolitan areas, offers the
little affection on the fraternities advantages of both settings.
as a life style. I don’t ask that he
We do not, at this time,
like us, as whether his personal recommend the closing of the
bent is for or against fraternities London Center. Although that
doesn’t bother me in the least campus was not able to attract
since I realize that fraternities enough students for the summer
are not for everyone and term to fill the bed space for
especially futile for some. I just which the University is required
wish that he would taste before to pay, the closing of the Appleton
spitting out.
campus may help to alleviate this
—STEVE SWETS problem and reduce the deficit.
We realize that our proposal
may arouse debate among a
handful of sentimental types who
are fond of the Appleton campus
or have vested interests there.
We urge, however, that no time
be lost in fruitless faculty debate.
(The faculty would be unable to
understand the situation anyway,
remain a mystery, especially to
w ithout having a com plete
those who weren’t good friends
overview of the budget and we
with the Counselors or thought
don’t want them spending their
that this was a beauty contest.
time on peripheral concerns.) A
(How thoug htless! L aw rence
crisis demands action, not study
hold a beauty contest — what
and discussion!
kind of a place do you think this
Eningen Committee for Longis?)
Range Academic Planning
Once the nominees are an
Ronald W. Tank
nounced publicly, then the real
Assoc-Prof. of Geology
Paul Rock
fun begins.
Erie Smithback
Then the voting takes place.
Jane McGroarty
Like horses at the county fair, all
Liz Hawk
of the candidates smile in their
Gerhard Meyer
mug-shots so that you m ay count
Dace Incis
their teeth (and laugh at their
Gail Sonnemann
pimples). Then the Larrys not
Timothy Buck
nauseated by the entire event
Sarah Sappington
vote for their friend, and those
Mary Clough
who refuse to vote are scoffed at
Peggy Visher
because they aren’t intelligent
Sally Scoggin
enough to u n d e rstan d this
Linda Rosenbauer.
tradition.
Carrie Dorris
Finally, the winner is an
Vernie Walger
nounced
an d
the
K in g ’s
Robert Klugiewicz
Coronation takes place during
Andrew Kalnow
halftim e of the football game.
H. Hartm utGerlach
And he flashes a conceited smile
Asst. Prof. of German
because the intelligent few have
Barbara Tank
picked him as the person they’d
most like to crown . . .

"Frat Rat” Responds

ROM bS a w a y !
*

b y R ic h Affli N e i l

Long recognized as a great
stalwart of “ intelligence and
tradition,” Lawrence has con
tinued to dedicate itself to these
two lofty aims. As for the former,
one has but to look around
oneself, listen to lunch-tim e
conversation, or page through
this newspaper to come in con
tact with the mighty L.U. in
tellect. And as for the latter, one
has
but
to
observe
the
H om ecom ing
events
this
weekend to witness the glory that
is Lawrence — tradition.
For it is through Homecoming
that one can truly grasp the
essence of Lawrence; and it is
H om ecom ing that a n n u a lly
disproves the preposterous
arg u m e n t th at “ in te ile g e n c e ”
and “tradition” can only be an
either-or proposition.
The tradition of Homecoming
Queen is obviously a very sacred
and m e a n in g fu l tr a d itio n at
Lawrence, or it would never have
lasted this long in the face of all of
our intelligence. (The selection of
a Queen has remained at L .th 
at the same tim e that it has
disappeared from hundreds of
campuses around the country—
because it is obviously more than
a skin-deep affair.
As a m atter of fact, I find it
hard to understand just why we
no longer have a Homecoming
King. Just where or how we lost
this half of our dynam ic dual is
unknown, but I think that we
should definitely resurrect our
King.
Nominations for the King would
be made by a special session of
all the Women Counselors since
they seem to be so qualified to
advise the Frosh women on every
male Larry.
After every Larry m ale has
been gossiped about (with the
help, naturally, of Zoo Books), six
“ o u ts ta n d in g ” m ales w ill be
chosen as nominees for King.
Just why these men were chosen
over the rest of the Larrys will

ELHRKS
CLERKS
“One Day Service ”

311 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE

Campus Notes
Sexual Roles
Lawrentians concerned about
male and female roles in society
(and those who wonder why
people are concerned) can drop
by the music room in the Union
Tuesdays
and
W ednesdays
1.00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. to converse
with faculty wives, students, and
other interested people. This
Tuesday, someone w ill
be
available to discuss the wom an’s
movement in general and the
agenda for Wednesday is abor
tion information and referral,
and m ale and fem ale con
traceptives. The music room is
off Riverview Lounge down by
the grand piano.
Le Brawl
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity and
Alpha Chi Omega sorority will
sponsor the forty-fifth annual Le
Brawl party Saturday, Oct. 28 at
8:30 p.m. in the Phi Tau House.
Admission is $1.00 for freshman
and $2.00 for upperclassmen with
or without dates. There will be
free beer and live entertainment.
Government Majors
All government majors are
invited to meet with the faculty of
the government department in
Riverview Ixmngeat 4:00p.m. on
T uesday,
Oct.
31.
Comprehensives, the departmental
program, off-campus programs,
and career opportunities will be
the subject of discussion.

Photographers Sought
The Ariel needs photographers
now to start work on the 1973
yearbook Anyone is welcome,
we re not too particular about
your experience. The position of
photo coordinator is also open. If
interested call Laurie Sievert
X346 or Mark l>ee X332.
Halloween Treat
A Halloween night movie treat!
The original Hunchback of Notre
Dame, starring Lon Chaney. This
classic silent film will be shown
at 7:10 at Stansbury Price of
admission is $0.00.
Film Board
Anyone interested in being on
Film Board or becoming a Film
Classic’s projectionist starting
Term II should contact Peter
Russell at 739-4550. Persons who
wish to become projectionists but
who do not have previous ex
perience will be trained.
Washington Semester
Juniors and seniors, preferably
in the social sciences, interested
in being considered for possible
nomination to the Washington
Semester Program at American
University this coming spring
semester should contact Law
rence Longley, asst., professor of
government, before Nov. 5.
German Table
The German Table will meet
every Monday evening at 5:30 in
Room D on the second floor of
Downer. All students are invited
to come and speak Germ an for an
hour.

G IR L SCOUTS
Volunteers are needed in order
to organize a campus Girl Scout
group. It is open to scouts and
non-scouts, both m ale and
female. To learn more about this
pro je ct, please contact Sue
C raw fo rd,
ext.
354.
An
organizational meeting will be
held on Wednesday, Nov. 1, at
7:30at 804 East South St. (Corner
of South and Meade).

STOLEN M ONEY
Would whoever removed the
$22 from the Pi Phi room please
make an anonymous donation in
that amount to the Memorial
Book Fund. The money was part
of a donation to that fund
collected from the Pi Phi-DG
Powderpuff Football game.
Pre-Law Students
Thomas Headrick and Mojmir
Povolny w ill m eet with all
students interested in the study of
law and in law as a career at 4:30
p.m. in Riverview lounge on
Tuesday, Oct. 31. All problems
connected with the preparation
for and admission to law school
will be discussed.

Presidential Election Simulation
Students in various political
science courses will be engaged
in the an nu a l P re sid e ntia l
Election Simulation on Saturday
and Sunday, Nov. 18 and 19 in
Riverview Lounge. Persons who
p a rtic ip a te d
in
previous
simulations and who are in
terested in participating in this
y e a r ’s event should contact
Law rence
Longley,
asst,
professor of government, as soon
as possible. Even if not formally
p a rtic ip a tin g ,
everyone
is
welcome to observe the ac
tivities.

ANGELA DAVIS
A bus trip to hear Angela Davis
at Madison on Nov. 6 is being
organized by the AAA and
Special Events. Tickets are $4;
call Michael Johnson at Plantz
ext. 309, by Nov. 1.
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Custom
Pipes, Tobaccos,
Accessories and Magazines
304 E. College Ave., 734-2821

1

$ °° a Pitcher?
20c a Glass?
WHERE? - WHEN?
Every WEDNESDAY NIGHT

The Mark
at

321 E. College

7 34-5601

Varied Talents
Unify for Show
by Mary J<> llibbert
‘‘Some are born great, some
achieve greatness, and some
have greatness thrust upon
them .” 18 students, including 10
freshmen, will have the op
portunity to achieve greatness
when the Lawrence University
Theatre Company’s presentation
of William Shakespear’s Twelfth
Night opens November 14 in the
Experimental Theatre of the
Music-Drama Center.

UNCLE VINTY will appear in the coffee house Saturday night
at 9:30. From San Fransisco, Uncle Vinty is a comedian-singer
who will play the piano and tell funny stories. Refreshments
are available and admission is 50 cents.

Liberty to be Lecture Topic
Noted educator and author
Charles Frankel, of Columbia
U n iv e rs ity ’s d e p artm e n t of
philosophy, will speak on “ A New
Look at the Ideal of Liberty”
Monday, Oct. 30, at 8 p.m. in
Harper Hall.
Frankel was U.S. assistant
secretary of state for education
and cultural affairs from 1965 to
1967. He has written numerous
articles and books, some of which
utilize the perspective he gained

through his work in government.
His articles have been published
in the New York Times, the
S atu rd a y Review and other
periodicals.
A graduate of Columbia with an
A.B. in English and philosophy
and a P h .D . in philosophy,
Frankel has been an educator at
the University of Paris and the
University of Dublin in addition
to his professorship at Columbia
University.

The Vikes are Ne I with us at Sabre
and

Sabre Lanes is N o . I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 — Come and visit us

be careful!

The major task of any actor in
any production is to create in
them selves another person,
conceived by the playwright and
interpreted by the director. Some
of the Lawrentians playing major
roles in the L.U.T.C. production
include seniors Peter Webster,
D av id H aug la nd , and Mike
Magnusen, juniors Paul Doepke
and Dennis McFadden, soph
om ore Steve
H unter,
and
freshmen Erica Borbe, D ’Anne
Goodsmith, and Susie Medak

directing a one act.
Mike M ag nu se n ’s first ex
posure to theatre at Lawrence
was last year as Littlechap in
Stop the World, 1 Want to Get Off.
“ But that was mainly a singing
ro le ,” explained M agnusen,
“This time I have to depend on
dialogue and character instead of
my voice, so the role is much
m ore d iffic u lt, but a real
challenge.” He plays Feste, the
lady O livia’s fool.
Doepke and McFadden
Sir Toby, one of the best known
characters from Twelfth Night, is
portrayed by Paul Doepke, a
junior theatre m ajor who played
Rosencratz in the 1971 production
of Rosencrati and Guildenstein
are Dead, and has appeared in at
least one show every term he’s
been on campus. One of his
biggest problems has been ad
justing to the padding that seems
to add almost 50 pounds to his
frame. The rumor that Paul
spends all his tim e outside
rehearsal getting into character
by drinking is open to debate.

Seniors
Peter Webster has never been
on stage at Lawrence, but he’s
far from a stranger to the
theatre. An anthro m ajo r,
Webster has acted in 9 shows at
the well-known Boston Childrens’
Theatre, 3 operas, and numerous
shows in high school, where his
favorite part was Merlin in
Camelot. Peter tried out for this
show because “ Twelfth Night’s
been one of the few shows I've
always wanted to do, and I ’m
playing the part I ’ve always
w a n te d .” W ebster plays the
Count Orsino.

The love-sick and extreme
M alvolio will be played by
E ng lish m a jo r Dennis M c
Fadden, who’s back in the U.S.
this term after spending the
summer studying Irish theatre in
D ub lin. M cF adden finds his
character especially challenging
because “ You see several dif
ferent sides of Malvolio — the
offical side, cool and aloof, and
the private side which come out
with O livia’s letter.”

David Haugland, Sir Andrew,
originally came to L.U. as a
religion major, but soon switched
to theatre, and from there has
become the company manager of
L.U.T.C. and appeared in several
shows. Most of the time he’s not
in rehearsal is spent practice
teaching at Appleton East, where
h e ’s also involved in their
production of My F air Lady and

The Twins
Shipwrecked on the shores
Illy r ia , Viola and her twin
brother Sebastian are played by
freshm an E ric a Borbe and
sophom ore
Steve
H unter,
respectively. Erica is attending
school in the U.S. after living in
S w itzerland for nine years.
A combined art and theatre

experience
you can bank on
.. since 1870
Those low base notes can be tricky when the M arantz
1060 am plifier socks it thru a pair of Advent speakers.

First National Bank

O F A P P LETO N ^

rS

, ueleton

Most people think you have to crank the bass control
full on to get that satisfying bass “crunch.”

The smaller Advent speakers can faithfully reproduce
those super low bass notes. Lower, cleaner, solider
than any other speaker; even those costing three
times as much.

We truly believe this $ 4 1 9 .0 0 system will out perform
any system in town costing twice the price. We mean
it. Just $419.00.

LAUNDERERS • CLEANERS

Phone 733-4428

k Half a Block from Campus

H jíi*
Appleton
415 W. College
731-3414

Playing her brother, Steve
Hunter, a theatre m ajor, feels
that
‘‘the e n tire p a r t’s a
challenge because it’s so unlike
an y th in g I ’ve ever done.”
Hunter’s parts at Lawrence have
included roles in Shadow of the
Glen and Story, Story.
Lady Olivia and Maria
Planning a m ajor in either
biology or theatre, freshman
Susie Medak wants to be a
dentist. “ My m om thinks I ’m
wholesome, and she’s right!”
emphasizes Suzie. “ But I love
playing a sexpot, it’s so com
pletely out of character for me.”
Susie plays M aria, fun loving
servant to D ’Anne Goodsmith’s
Lady Olivia. A voice major,
D ’Anne has acted before in high
school, where her favorite role
was Katherine in Shaw’s Arms
and the Man.
Other Cast Members
Other cast members are Tom
Ehlinger, Bob Herman, Greg
Schrimpf, Craig Berensen, David
Longe, Ellen Karsten, Karen
W illiams, Bill Eggbeer, and Bill
Schindler.
The play is under the direction
of Assistant Professor of Theatre
D ram a Mark Malinauskas, and
his associate director Valerie
K uehn, a ju n io r , who also
designed
the
production.
Shakespearian consultant for the
pro ductio n is Professor of
English W illiam Schutte.
Performances of Twelfth Night
will be at 8 p.m. nightly Tuesday
through Saturday, November 14
18, with matinees at 1 p.m
Wednesday and Friday. There
will be reserved seats, but space
is limited in the Experimental
Theatre, so it is advised students
get tickets early to be insured
good seats.

Geo Revolution
to be Explored
A new theory on the movement
of the earth’s crust will be
examined in Science Colloquium
Tuesday, Oct. 31, at 4:30 p.m. in
161 Youngchild.
“ Plate Tectonics and the Early
Evolution of the Crust” is the
topic of speaker John Palmquist,
associate professor of geology at
L aw rence U n iv e rsity . Plate
tectonics refers to the new
“ m obilist” view of the behavior
of the earth’s surface.

Not with M arantz claims 6 0 watts RMS continuous
power, they mean it. And not just in the mid range
either, but all the way down to 20 hz! (We know it s
true; we checked it out on our new McAdam Digital
Audio A n aly zer)

To top if off, we have included the great new Swiss
made Lenco L -25 turntable and a SHURE M 93
elliptical magnetic cartridge.

m ajor at the present time, Erica
has found the most difficult facet
of her role is posing as a boy

★ Sweaters - 49*
★ Plain Skirts - 69*
k Trousers and Slacks - 79*
★ 307 E. College Ave.
**XXXX\XXXXXXXXVX\XXXX\X\XXXX\\\X\\XXX\XXX\\\\^

‘ ‘F o r m e r ly , m ost scientists
considered the earth as rigid and
the
co ntine nts
as
fix e d ,”
Palm quist explained. “ But now
the crust is seen as slowly
deformable and the continents as
‘rafts’ floating on a ‘sea’ of
denser rock. The continents have
repeatedly collided and joined,
repeatedly broken and separated
in different patterns, and, very
likely they have grown larger in
the process.”
According to Palm quist, this
idea is a scientific revolution
com parable to the change from
the belief that the earth was the
center of the universe to
C operniean astro no m y . The
reversal of opinion from fixed to
mobile earth crust movements,
which was scientific heresy a few
years ago, has since become
accepted by the m ajority of
scientists.
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L.U. Dancers Seek Surer booting
‘‘Where does our niche lie ?”
The Lawrence dance instructor,
Mrs.
Jo hn
H arm o n ,
and
Lawrence dance students ask this
question. Since there is no in
dependently ex isting dance
department at Lawrence, Mrs.
Harmon and her dancers are
confused as to where they belong.
Money and course credit are
two important problems facing
the dancers. The 32 dance
students now enrolled must pay
an extra fee of 25 dollars per term
for four or fewer classes a week.
Credit can be given only in the
physical education department
and not in the theater depart
ment.
Up until this week, location was
also a problem. Dance classes
have been held on the Stansbury
Theater stage and downstairs in
the dressing room. The stage is
currently set up, leaving little
room to dance. The dressing
room is too small and non-dance
students wander in and out,
distracting the class. The cement
floor is harmful to the dancers’
leg muscles. Obviously a private
room with a wooden floor had to
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be found soon.
This week Mrs. Harmon and
her dance students were elated to
learn that Thomas Headrick,
vice-president of academic af
fairs, has arranged for them to
use the fencing room in the gym.
Although the room is small, the
wooden floor is p ra c tic a lly
fautless, and the dancers have a
place of their own while the dance
department is still in the tran
sitory stage.
Mrs. Harmon is not considered
a member of the Lawrence
faculty in the departments of
physical education or theater,
nor is she on the conservatory
staff. The administration has cut
back on the number of faculty
members in academic areas and
feels that it would not be ap
propriate to employ a dance
instructor at this time. Her
position is sim ilar to that of
private music instructors in the
conservatory. The students must
pay an extra fee and many
dancers are not taking classes for
this reason.
The theater department has
shown interest in dance and has

offered the use of the stage and
dressing room when not already
in use. However, the department
has not been able to offer course
credit to their majors, although it
usggests their taking the dance
classes.
The conservatory offers no
credit for dance and the physical
education department will give
physical education credit for
three terms for this year only.
Next year the department will
not give credit for three terms
because it believes freshmen
should become acquainted with
the gym nasium ’s facilities.
The decision to give physical
education credit for first term
this year was made at the last
minute. The course schedule does
not list dance classes first term
because no credit was to be
given. Students wishing to take
classes but not for credit were not
sure if dance was being offered
first term. It was only because of
a few students’ publicity efforts
through posters and word of
mouth that Mrs. Harmon has
dance students at all this term.
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Consumer Electronics
Wholesale Prices •

A com plete selection of

518 N. Appleton St.

Imported and
Domestic Wines

HOME SAVINGS
3 2 0 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wis. 54911
4 1 4 -7 3 4 -1 4 8 3

to c o m p lim e n t your

Cure the Midterm Blues at

^H O T
F is h

NEED A N E W
HANDBAG?

Balter-Baked Chicken
Cornish Game Hen with W ild Bice
Dressing

choose fro m over 1000
m o d e ls at P ah-lo w ’s.
P ric ed fro m $3 to $100.

Pah/aws

Luggage - Gifts
303 W. College
On the street of quality
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SUNDAY
DINNER

Boasl Lo ng Island Dnckling
A Quality Pharmacy
204 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE

Com er Franklin & Superior
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PAPERBACKS:
THE CLOSING CIRCLE by Barry Commoner
The environment what has gone wrong, why it happened,
and how we can put it right.
NEW ROD McKUEN BOOKS
THE STORY OF JAZZ by Masrhall W. Stearns
The history of one of the world's greatest traditions.
THE MAGIC OF M IGHTY M EMORY by Chesley V. Young
Change your memory into a powerful tool of life success
that will bring you profit and power in your business and
social like.
W ITCHES AND SORCERERS by Arkon Daraul
The lives and activities of witches and sorcerers since 500
B.C.

— AND TO EACH SEASON
Undoubtedly M cKuen’s most personal book of poetry.
— G R A N D TOUR
Contains many of M cKen’s most popular lyrics.

CHECK THE NEW SALE BOOKS
BOTH ADULT & C H ILD R E N
GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS

Ripon Sinks Vikes Ship
The Homecoming Day, 1972,
dawned bleak and dreary for
Lawrence fans. Little did they
realize that the weather was just
an omen of Viking football for
tunes for the day. In the annual
battle with rival Ripon, the Vikes
were thoroughly trounced by the
count of 35-0. About the only
bright spot for the day was the
halftime show honoring Doctor
Ralph Landis, who has completed
over 40 years of service to the
university.
Ripon started the onslaught
early, with 7:41 left in the opening
stanza on a 13 yard pass play
from quarterback Kent Robinson
to end Kelly O ’Brien. Werk Cook
kicked the extra point, a trick he
was to perform flawlessly for the
day, and the Redmen were up 7-0.
5 minutes later halfback Dennis
Pordon plunged over from the

CC Thrashes
Ripon 21-34
The Lawrence University cross
country team continued its
dominance over Ripon College by
defeating the Redmen 21-34 on
the Whiting Field course, thus
evening their dual meet record at
1-1. Despite soggy conditions, Jay
La Jone led the team home with a
winning time of 22:09, twelve
seconds faster than his previous
best time on the home course.
The next Vike to cross the finish
line was Brian Farm er in 3rd
position with a time of 22:34, also
a personal best on the 4-mile
circuit. Close behind were Joe
Ziman in 4th place (22:41) and
Rick I^awrence in 5th (22:55).
John Bauhs rounded out the
scoring for Lawrence by taking
8th in 23:28.
Also running, but not figuring
in the scoring, were Nate McMorris, who, in his first meet of
the season, ran a fine 24:28, good
for 11th place, and Jim Beres,
who took the 13th spot in 25:25.
Because a team is limited to
seven runners who can place,
Eric Olmsted was forced to run
exhibition, but still improved on
his previous best time by well
over a minute.
Tomorrow the Viking harriers
will be in Beloit to run against the
Buccaneer CC team as a tuneup
for the conference meet to be held
the following weekend. Returning
for Beloit is Tim Donovan, last
year’s 3-mile champ in track,
who should provide a stiff test for
our runners and give them a good
idea of what it’s going to take to
place high in the conference this
year.

one yard line to make the score
14-0. Pordon also scored on a 44
yard touchdown pass in the
second quarter and on an ad 
ditional run, to complete a fine
day with 18 points. The Ripon
offense was awesome, racking up
496 total yards for the day.
Lawrence’s totals added up to 156
yards of total offense.
The Vikes will try to regroup
this week ag ain st C arleton
College of Northfield, Minnesota
in an away game. Pre-game
picks show a toss up for the
contest as both teams are 1 and 4.
Ball hawking safety Dave Rothchild of Lawrence will be looking
for wayward Carl aerials to pad
his total of 6 interceptions on the
season Those figures place Dave
among the top small college
safeties in the nation.
Results Last Saturday
Coe 13, Cornell 7
Monmouth 21, Knox 12
Grinnell 28, Beloit 14
St. Olaf 27, Carleton 14
Ripon 35, Lawrence 0

Monmouth
Cornell
St. Olaf
Ripon
Coe
Knox
Grinnell
Carleton
Lawrence
Beloit

W
5
4
4
3
3
3
1
1
1
0

L
0
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
4
5

Pts. Opp.
195 38
126 33
72
46
109 55
72 67
100 89
61 151
44 144
52 134
47 121

Gaines Saturday
St. Olaf at Knox (Homecoming);
Cornell at Monmouth (Parents
Day); Lawrence at Carleton;
Ripon at Grinnell; Coe at Beloit.
Team Offense
( Five-Game Averages)
Rush. Pass. Total
Monmouth
303 145 448
180 158 3:»
Cornell
171 165 336
Ripon
243 74 317
Knox
224 74 298
Coe
161 109 270
Grinnell
197 60 257
St . Olaf
122 95 217
Carleton
115 90 205
Lawrence
107 96 203
Beloit
Team Defense
(Five Game Averages)
Hush. Pass. Total
Monmouth
119
55 174
Cornell
94
90 184
Ripon
166
68 234
Coe
165
83 248
Knox
140 117 257
St. Olaf
115 142 257
Beloit
212 117 329
Lawrence
298
91 389
Grinnell
209 192 401
Carleton
306 111 417

Around The Conference
CE D A R RAPIDS, IOWA - Six
of the 10 Midwest Conference
football team s had players
among the first 10 individual
scorers in league figures an
nounced Tuesday. Nine of the
teams had scorers in the top 15.
Rick Truttmann of Knox and A1
Shepherd of Monmouth were tied
for the top spot among the
scorers, each with 36 points on six
touchdowns. Three players were
tied for third, each with 30 points
on five touchdowns. They were
Dennis Pordon of Ripon, .Jim
Becia of Cornell and Dennis
Plum m er of Monmouth.
Kicking specialists were next
with Tom Roy of Monmouth
ranking as the league’s No 6
scorer with 27 points on 21
placements and two field goals.
Craig Kouba of Cornell scored 24
points with 15 placements and
three field goals.
Tied with Kouba in the seventh
spot were four players with four
touchdowns — Wally Bowers and
W ashington Alston, both of
Grinnell. Mark Gelle of St. Olaf
and John Unterfranz of Mon
mouth

Tom Mandt of Carleton had 20
points on a touchdown, five
placements and a field goal while
Steve McCreedy of Lawrence had
19 points with three touchdowns
and a placement.
Ripon this week became the
Midwest Conference’s leading
passing club, posting an average
of 165 aerial yards to slip past
Cornell at 158. Ripon also moved
up to second behind Monmouth in
pass defense while Coe jumped
from fifth to third in pass
defense.
Monmouth held its top spot in
both total offense and defense
with Ripon jum ping from fifth to
third in both categories. Cornell
is second in both team offense
and defense.
First place in the Midwest
Conference will be at stake
Saturday
when
undefeated
M onm outh
(5-0)
en te rtains
Cornell (4-1). In another key
clash Saturday, St. Olaf, which is
tied with Cornell for second
place, travels to Knox (3-2), tied
with Ripon and Coo in fourth
place.

T W O V IK IN G L I N E M E N attempt to o u tm a n e u v e r a R ip o n defender in the h o m e c o m in g
soccer game. The game ended in the L .U .S .T ’s second consecutive tie.

Soccer Ties Ripon 2-2
by Curt Cohen
Soccer scores rarely reflect the
amount of activity that passed
during the forty minutes of game
time and I^awrence s 2-2 tie with
Ripon was no exception The four
shots that managed to find the net
were no indication of the 30 total
attempts (22 for Lawrence and 8
for Ripon) nor did they reflect the
great efforts put forth by the two
netminders.
The fact that the first goal was
scored after sixteen minutes had
passed was a good indication of
the field conditions, slippery
when wet. I^awrence applied
tremendous pressure from the
beginning shooting 17 times in the
first half to the Redmen’s five.
Lawrence nearly scored when a
Bergmann pass to Petrenchik
resulted in a shot and a deflection
and a quick second shot by
“ P e tr i” . F a n ta s tic
leadin g
passes from halfbacks Ozzie
Holway and Dave Wray gave
Lawrence many opportunities to
go ahead but the Vikes were
unable to capitalize on any of
them. An attempt by Shettler on a
breakaway was broken up by a
R ipon defender at the last
moment and a shot by “ P e tri” hit
high on the crossbar.
With the first half nearly over
Shettler, on a corner kick from
Robbie Bearm an, deftly headed
the ball by the Ripon goalie to
give I^iwrence a 1-0 advantage.
Ripon, which was having a
tough time getting the ball to
their front line in spite of a fine
effort by the defense, missed on a
close call after Dave Mazden
booted a fine lead pass just wide
C in e m a T W I N S

M A R C I

of the net. Ripon’s fine defense
was able to keep their team in the
game by relieving their goalie of
the tremendous battle waged by
the Vikings in keeping the ball in
the Ripon zone 75 per cent of the
time.
Ripon opened the second half
scoring when a throw-in sailed
over the head of Tom “ lick”
Myers to Mazden who, after
waiting in front of the net, put a
high shot by goalie Mall Taylor
Law rence a tte m p te d to go
ahead but was unable to convert
any one of a number of op
portunities as the Ripon defense
forced a number of early shots by
the Viking lineman This proved
to be much to the Redmen’s
advantage as their next score put
them into a 2-1 lead. Tom Swain,
Ripon lineman came dribbling
down field
into L aw rence
territory and let go with a long
kick Goalie Taylor was able to
stop the ball but couldn’t hold on
to the slippery pellet. As it

trickled out in front of the net
Swain was able to continue in and
placed his rebound square into
the goal.
Lawrence hustled in an effort
to tie the game and was rewarded
when Peter Bergmann scored on
an indirect (free) kick from
thirty yards out, scene of (he
Ripon penalty. It was quite a shot
as the ball curved in and handily
avoided the Ripon goalie.
The only remaining excitement
in the game came when Ripon
lineman Brad Seaman beat the
Viking defense and approached
the goal, which was unattended
after goalie Taylor had been
removed from the play earlier In
a last ditch effort fullback Bill
Dennis used his hands, a well
known taboo in the game of
soccer, with the exception of the
goalie, and deflected the ball
Goalie Taylor’s save on a hard
penalty shot saved the game and
earned the Vikes a well deserved
tic
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Showing

One of the
most daring, original,
pictures ever

7 & 9 pm

WINNER 1972 CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL
JURY PRIZE AWARD

Planning a Party?
Function rooms fro fifr your every need

Only American Film
to be to Honored

SLAUGHTERHOUSE
P IV E
A Univnwl Picture T F C H N IC 0 1 0 R

KED*

B a s f d pn th i novpl by

H

M O T O R IN N

K u r t V o n n e q u t, J r.

Th e finesfr service for up fro 3 5 0 people
M A R C

11 7 :1 5 & 9 :3 0

“ Housewives R eport”
Rated X

CONVENIENT CENTRAL I/)CATlON
Phone 414-734-2611

W IT H ELECTIO NS C O M IN G UP, W H A T BETTER TIM E C O U LD THERE BE TO HAVE A "FR E E D O M OF C H O IC E " SALE? SO
EXERCISE YO UR RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF CHOICE ON EVERYTHING FROM BLAN K TAPES TO Q U A D STEREO SYSTEM S.
A N D C A ST Y O U R VO TE TO SAVE ON A L L OF THESE GREAT S O U N D SALE ITEM S, AT Y O U R NEAREST TE A M CENTER.
Reg R e ta il

Sansm 2 1 0 A W / f M
Stereo Receiver

$ 1 3 9 95

T w o A tl a n t is I S p e a k e r s

99 90

Voice ol M u s i c C hang er
w / B a s e , Dust Cover
an d C art ri dg e

SPECIAL
TEAM
PRICE

4 9 95
S 2 8 9 80
III Purchased
S ep a ra te ly )

R e g Pr ic e
$84 95

BE SURE TO COME IN
A N D Cil T OUR BRANO
NEW 1973 T tA M
ELECTRONICS CATALOG

T EA M

E L E C T R O N IC S

1828 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Appleton
Store Hours Mon
Tues Wed

Thurs Fri 9 00 am 9 00 pm
Sat 9 00 am 5 00 pm

FREE DELIVERY TO ALL LAWRENCE U. STUDENTS

